Forensics for
the front line
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Easy to use
There’s no complex configuration
work needed on-site, no specialists
needed to operate it. Just highly
intuitive with all the functionality you
need in one portable unit.
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Quick to deploy
Because SPEKTOR can be used by
anyone, you’re not having to wait
on expensive technicians before
you can start. Get to site, get
collecting, get ahead.
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Rapid results
In terms of performance, SPEKTOR
has set a new industry standard. It
gives you the earliest intelligence
possible, with its ultra-fast collection
and smart analysis capabilities giving
you evidential insights on the spot.
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SPEKTOR is used by frontline police and other
enforcement officers around the world to rapidly
preserve and automatically examine data stored on
computers and mass storage devices.
It is a proven game-changer: designed specifically
for use by non-technical investigators it has
transformed the operational velocity, quality and
efficacy of collection and analysis in the field.
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Cost-effective
The speed, ease and defensibility
of SPEKTOR-enabled collections
lightens the load on labs and
investigative teams, minimising
inefficiencies and maximising value.
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Reduced risk
The more thorough, faster and
forensically sound the collection and
triage, the greater the chances of
catching the data that will support your
investigation and minimise missteps.

Your trusted data partner

Key Features

Two powerful
capabilities
in one tablet
Ultra Imaging
Rapid, simultaneous imaging
Simultaneous imaging of multiple
removable media devices and
computers via USB, SATA and
USB-C.
Unlimited collections
Forensically image or perform
targeted collections from an
unlimited number of target devices.

Speeds in
Excess of
15GB/min

Dual batteries
Long life, hot-swappable batteries
for non-stop on target operations.
Device support
Supports removable media, hard
drives, PC, Mac and Linux computer
targets, mobile phones

Ultra Analysis
Spektor software
Incorporates the powerful and
automatic SPEKTOR Forensic
Analysis software for immediate
intelligence.
Abort at any time
Abort collection at any time and still
have working data.

Know
Sooner,
Act
Faster

Watch lists & hash sets
Supports a virtually unlimited
number of keyword watch lists and
hash sets.
Simultaneous imaging
Image multiple targets immediately
on connection. No skill required.

SPECIFICATIONS
Intel i7 CPU, 1TB or 2TB internal storage, 16GB RAM, touch screen display. With hot swappable dual batteries, removable rugged keyboard,
latitude 7220 Rugged Extreme Tablet maintains peak performance while offering military-grade durability.
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